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DiDonato Removed From Office
Pellegrino Sworn In As New FUSA President

Lynn Ann Casey
Editor-in-Chief
Thomas C. Pellegrino took
over the reigns of the FUSA Presidency on Wednesday, January 17
after Warren DiDonato was declared academically inelligible to
continue in this position.
Pellegrino, former Student
Legislature President, according to
the FUSA Constitution, was next
in line to DiDonato. He will hold
office until the next FUSA President is sworn in in the beginning of
April. Robert Housler will be the
acting Legislature President until
the next Senate President is elected
on January 30.
DiDonato will not be allowed
to take classes at Fairfield this
semester. At this time, his future
academic plans are unknown.
DiDonato was unavailable for comment at time of publication. The
College of Arts and Sciences would
release no information pertaining
to whether or not DiDonato would
be allowed to graduate from the
University sometime in the future.
"It is unfortunate that things
have ended up this way because I
think FUSA has gained respect
during Warren's term," said Pellegrino.
While in office, DiDonato,
along with other key members of
FUSA, helped organize the student protest concerning the housing lottery and the naming of the
chapel. He attempted to help increase communication between the
sectors of the University.
"At this time of year and with
the position I'm in, yes I am prepared to continue the job. I have a
lot of good people under me, otherwise it would not be an easy transition," said Pellegrino. "It was
also my knowledge of the
Constitution that made the transi-

tion smooth."
Mr. Jim Fitzpatrick, Assistant Dean of University Activities,
said "It is a credit to Warren that
we don't anticipate problems with
the transition. FUSA is still functioning very efficiently." Fitzpatrick 's office is the initial link between the Student Association and
the administration.
"The position of FUSA President
is naturally difficult," said Pellegrino. He feels that time management is essential to the position.
He also notes the importance of
delegating responsibility. He feels
that many of the people in the
FUSA cabinet are very capable
and willing to help him in this

Thomas Pellegrino

transition.
"The FUSA presidency is a
tremendous challenge," said Fitzpatrick. "It is difficult, but it is by
no means impossible." He says
that "Warren's devotion to the
University and FUSA was tremendous but somewhere along the line,
the academic part of his like wasn' t
equal to FUSA."
Pellegrino is responsible for
resuming all the duties DiDonato
was responsible for. The majority
of the programming for this year is
done, but Pellegrino must maintain the programs and finish programming for May Day weekend
in the Spring.
DiDonato was unable to
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Lowery: "Hold Fast the Dream"
Tom Rhatigan
Assisstant News Editor
" To truly honor Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., we must not only
honor the man, but his message!,"
said Joseph E. Lowery, President
of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, which he cofounded with King.

Joseph E. Lowery

In his lecture last Thursday,
Lowery called the 90's the "decade of decision" as compared to
the 80's being the "decade of
chaos". He said it is going to be a
challange to deviate from the characteristics of the 80's, and many
new decisions are going to have to
be made.
This holiday, he said, is a
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unique opportunity not only to
honor Dr. King but to honor the
nation and its people. "We should
honor the people who have been
part of the movement, as well as
the nation itself, which has embraced the dream led by Dr. King,"
said Lowery.
He cautioned us, however, to
be careful of turning the holiday
into a "sentimental journey", because "sentiment impedes the
movement". There is a danger of
simply honoring the man, not his
message. He added, "We must be
reminded of his mission and we
must embrace the mission. This
holiday is not simply a ceremony."
Dr. King believed in the
oneness of the human family and
Lowery said we must reembrace
and reaffirm this oneness for a
brighter tomorrow. He quoted Dr.
King saying, "People should not
be judged by the color of their skin,
but by the content of their character!"
Lowery also discussed the
struggle of flu poor and the oppressed. "The struggle is the heart
and soul of the movement and that
is how progress is measured," he
said.
According to Lowery, this
struggle is an economic struggle,
where the priviledged do not share
what they have to the underpriv-

continued on page 2

come through on his promise to
have a concert in the Fall semester.
Pellegrino will attempt to get a
concert for the Spring semester,
possibly for May Day weekend.
According to Fitzpatrick, a concert will depend on the groups that
will be touring in Spring and the
dates they will be available.
It will also be Pellegrino's
responsibility to get the next FUSA
president acquainted with the procedures of FUSA.
Specifically, Pellegrino notes
two things he would like to do this
semester. He hopes to have the
Student Telephone and Address
Guide (STAG) out by the second
week in February. Problems with

Warren DiDonato

the database in the FUSA office
have delayed its publication.
He also wants to "develop a
modified system" that would
monitor members of the FUSA
cabinet so that something like this
could not happen again. Cabinet
members must maintain a 2.4 grade
point average to continue their
positions. He hopes to find a system that would help members keep
up with their academic life.
Pellegrino is a Politics major
from East Haven, Connecticut.
After graduating Fairfield, he plans
on attending law school. Eventually, he plans on entering the educational field.
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Fairfield Honors
Martin Luther King Jr.
Tom Rhatigan
Assisstant News Editor
"Be King For A Day" was
the theme of the Fifth Annual Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. Holiday
Observance held at Fairfield University on January 17 and 18.
Fairfield closed on Monday, January 15, in observance of
the national holiday . King was
honored on Wednesday with the
showing of the film "King," a
life story, and with a lecture by
Joseph E. Lowery, President of
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, on Thursday.
"This holiday observance
is not just a holiday, but a reaffirmation of the committment of
the ideals and principles of Martin Luther King," said Dr. Larri
Mazon, Director of the Office of
Minority Relations. "This represents the spirit and embodiment
of making his dream come true."
The Martin Luther King
Holiday Observance at Fairfield
has been an annual occurance
since his birthday was made a
national holiday. For the past five
years the Office of Minority
Relations, with the Martin Luther King Holiday Observance
Committee, have organized lec-

tures and films to honor Dr. King.
Moreover, the Office of
Minority Relations will offer the
Martin Luther King Youth Leadership Workshop, which will be
held on Feb 1. From 10:00 to
1:00, where high school and
middle school youths can come
to Fairfield to learn leadership
skills.
Then from 1:00 to 3:00, as
a celebration of black history,
Fairfield University is presenting
"Beyond the Dream", which is a
tribute to the contributions black
Americans have made. It highlights achievements and focuses
on contemporary issues in the
areas of education, history, civil
rights, and politics
The theme "Be King For
A Day" is to reflect and to emulate the practices of Dr. King.
"We have to ask ourselves what is
the best I can do to fulfill Dr.
King's dreams for America," said
Mazon. "We have to look at his
message and attempt to create a
difference.
"This holiday is not for
minority students only, but it is
everybody's holiday," added
Mazon. "Dr. King believed in the
Constitution and believed that all
men are created equal."
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Activities Set for Career Week
Craig Haba
FUSA Academics
The week of January 29 to
February 1, 1990 will be Fairfield
University's annual Career Week
sponsored by the Career Planning
Center. With the Assistance of
FUSA, Career Week '90 will offer
all students an array of interesting
and informative career oriented
programs.
According to Dennis Amrine,
Career Counselor and Director of
Career Week '90, these programs
are designed to make students more
aware of the opportunities available to them after their academic
life at Fairfield.
"We encourage everyone
at Fairfield to take advantage of
what Career Week '90 has to offer," Amrine said. "The overwhelming success that Career
Week has enjoyed in previous years
at Fairfield seems to indicate that
Fairfield students are concerned
about choosing the 'right' career
after graduation and they find that
it's never too early to start their
search."
Craig Haba and Beth Jenkins,
Directors of Academics and Student Services, respectively, will be
the FUSA co-directors of the event.
Both encourage all students to
partake in the week's activities,
from underclassmen who may wish
to get an idea about what to do with
their major, to upperclassmen who
may be in the middle of a job
search, wishing to learn more about
various opportunities which they
might not otherwise uncover.
II

Schedule of Events
MAJOR MONDAY - MONDAY, JANUARY 29: 7:00-9:00 PM
Come hear Fairfield Aumni from your major discuss their personal
career paths, decisions, opportunities and techniques which helped
them in their job search.
Check Campus Center Lobby for location of your major.
MOCK INTERVIEWS - TUESDAY, JANUARY 30: 9:00 AM 4:00 PM
CAMPUS CENTER OAK ROOM
Practice your interviewing skills and techniques with actual interviewers from thirteen large companies. Receive constructive suggestions
for improving and polishing your approach to a successful interview.
Note: You must pre-register at the career planning center with Dennis
Amrine in advance.

PEOPLE HELPING PEOPLE - WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 31:
7:00 PM
CAMPUS CENTER OAK ROOM
A program designed to give students interested in careers in human
services and education the opportunity to speak with a panel of
professionals in these fields about the challenges, rewards and possibilities of their career choices.

CAREER SPECTRUM - THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 1: 1:304:00 PM
CAMPUS CENTER OAK ROOM
Meet representatives, including Fairfield graduates, from over 50
major companies in the New York and New England area to exchange
career and organization information. Learn about career opportunities
in a variety of areas and expand your network of corporate contacts.
For additional information about Career Week '90, please contact
Dennis Amrine at the Career Planning Center in Julie Hall Ext. 4081.

Beyond the Dream 11"

A teleconference featuring blach leaders in deucation, history,
politics, business and the arts, will kick off Black History Month
at Fairfield on Thursday, February 1 from 1:00 to 3:00 p.m. in
Gonzaga Auditorium. The teleconference is sponsored by the
Office of Minority Relations and is open to the public.

Cheers

Boooos

Cheers to all those parties on New
Year's Eve... there's nothing like
ringing in a new decade at Fairfield... to the Lobster Trap, Park
Place, the Rimala, the Jetty, Margaritaville, the Loud House, Low
Tide, On the Rocks, Dead End, the
Shoebox, and Turtle's house...to
Townhouses 67, 152, 155, 154,
124, and 151... tochivalrous men...
and frivolous men... and splendiferous men... to Master's Sports
Cafe and When I Woke, a great new
area band to watch out for... to
alumni... not the hall or the field...
the people... to the ski trip to
Smuggler's Notch over break... and
the babes on the slopes... to the
Grape.. especially for happy hour...
to the Emperor's New Clothes...
that's 1 part Chambord, 1 part
vodka, and 1 part tequila... and 1
sprint to the toilet... to the Grand
Canyon... but not to Mount
Rushmore..: who wants to see
Presidents, when you can see a
hole... to Wint-o-green lifesavers...
they really do spark... to shamrock
tattoos... and the girls who like to
show them off... to Tom Pellegrino... his presidency might not
come under the best of circumstances... but he'll do a damn good
job...

Boooooos to returning to another
semester of work, work, work... to
teachers who have already assigned
25-page papers....to the bird doodoo on the sidewalk by the traffic
circle... watch your step boys and
girls... and to shower poo-poo...
watch your step boys and girls... to
couch-vomiters... i.e. those who
vomit on their couches... to those
who can't fit into the Emperor's
New Clothes... to John McEnroe...
for being dumb enough to get disqualified out of a tournament he
could have won... to Mayor Marion Barry of Washington D.C. for
getting caught with crack... Doesn' t
His Honor know that "Crack is
Whack"... to registration, the lottery system, and to an inability to
get classes... especially when you
can't graduate if you don't get
them... or fulfill your major or
minor... to a lack of parties on
rainy nights... to rain and slush in
general... to snow on Saturdays...
doesn't Mother Nature know we
need some snow-days?... to a lack
of late nights... to Charles Stuart...
or maybe he deserves a cheer for
fooling everybody... at least he's
dead now... to Big Daddy Kane...
to the Fairfield version of political
upheval...

Lowery Honors King

Newsreel
The Student Legislature has been renamed the Student Senate due to the restructuring that took
place this year. The Senate is comprised often representatives from each class similar to the U.S. Senate
structure of two representatives per state. In the past, representatives were elected by residence hall. The
new name has been officially recorded in the FUSA constitution as the Fairfield University Student Senate.
The Career Planning Center has finally made the move to North Campus in Julie Hall. It's much
larger and there is room for expansion.
It can be a little difficult to find. If you're at the Campus Center, head up toward Julie via the
baseball field. When you get to the circle at Julie, go down the steps at the left side of the building to the
glass doors. Look for a large yellow sign that says "Career Planning."
Also about planning your career, The Mirror recommends you sign up for a mock interview on
January 30. There are some interesting companies coming and it's part of the celebration of Career Week,
January 29-February 1.
The election for the next FUSA president will be held on February 2. The candidates will debate
on January 30 at 5:30 p.m. in the Campus Center lobby. The debate will be run by The Mirror and all
are encouraged to attend and participate. Students are further encouraged to vote on Feb. 2 as the results
of the election will affect everyone in the Fairfield community.
Junior group applications for the townhouses and off-campus are due in Student Sendees Friday,
January 26. There are 89 off-campus spots , 22 four-person townhouses, and one six-pers6n townhouse
available to juniors. Lottery numbers will be posted on February 6 and students will have until March 1
to sign their townhouse contract or off-campus lease.
Any senior group who has reserved a spot off campus that wishes to return to campus must notify
Student Services by January 31.
Linda Tribuzio, Assistant Director of Student Academic Support Services, has been named acting
Dean of Freshman, to serve during the educational leave of Father Henry J. Murphy, SJ. Father Murphy
will be on leave from February to August to conduct private research at the Jesuit novitiate in Santa
Barbara, California. In her new position, Tribuzio will continue to supervise the Peer Tutorial Program
and the Student Advisement Program.
The Perkin-Elmer Corporation of Norwalk has donated $250,000 worth of analytical instrumentation for research and teaching to Fairfield University's physics, chemistry and biology departments. The
equipment is being provided by Perkin-Elmer in support of the University's $35 million capital campaign.
UST has pledged an additional $200,000 to the Regina A. Quick Center for the Arts. The gift brings
UST's support of the new Center to $600,000. The new gift has been designated for the reception area
for performers and their guests and dressing rooms in memory of Leo Ghiloni, a former senior vice
president of international business development with U.S. Tobacco, a subsidiary of UST.

continued from page 1
Hedged. "The 90's are going to be
not only a decade of decision, but
of equity," he said. "This equity
must come from the marketplace,
so the gap between the have and
the have-nots will be closed."
Lowery added that it is up to
the government to reverse bad
policies and to reorder priorities
and issues. Policies like health
insurance and education need much
improving.
With this, Lowery agreed
with the concept of affirmative
action and stated it helps those
who are behind unwillingly. But
he warned us that "tokenism" is no
substitute, but simply superficial
progress.
He defined "authentic patriotism" as not "love it or leave it",
but loving your country so much
you will not leave it alone until
justice is prevailed.
"We must rekindle the flame of
hope, if not, we dishonor the name

of Martin Luther King, Jr.," he
said.
Lowery said the basis for all
salvation is not only equitable distribution, but their also must be
hope.
"Poverty leads to frustration
and despair and we must find ways
to give people hope," he said. "Dr.
King believed spiritual power
would change the world we live in
and I believe spirituality will be
the basis of all the challanges in the
90's. We must come together to
reorder our priorities and, most
important, hold fast the dream!"
A native of Alabama, Lowery has been a national leader of
civil rights since the 1950's when
he led the civil rights movement in
Mobile, Alabama. He has led campaigns against the Ku Klux Klan,
police brutality, and he has broadened SCLC's involvement in foreign policy and the peace movement.

Classifieds
EARN MONEY READING BOOKS! $32,000/year income
potential. Details. (1) 602-838-8885 ext. Bk 18156.
EASY WORK- EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products at
home. Details. (1) 602-838-8885 ext. W18156.
EARN MONEY TYPING AT HOME! $32,000/yr income
potential. Details. (1) 602-838-8885 ext. T18156.
HIRING! Government jobs- your area. $17,840-$69,485. Call
1-602-838-885 ext. Rl 8156.
WANTED: Campus Rep to run ski and spring break trips for
free travel or commission - Call SNO-SEARCH (413) 533-1600.
BE YOUR OWN BOSS! Distributorships, dealerships, money
making opportunites, franchises, & mail order. Details, send $2.00 to:
National Marketing Company, Box 3006, Boston, MA 02130.
WANTED: Spring Break Sales Representatives. Average $3,500
commissions, part time, flexible hours, plus free Vacations (Cancun,
Bahamas, Bermuda, Rio, etc.) Vacation Planner: 1-800-874-7782 or
(212)627-5732.
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Quick Center Art Gallery Named
in Memory of Trustee's Father
AnMarie Puckhaber
News Editor
The new art gallery of the
Regina A. Quick Center which is
scheduled to open in the spring
was named in memory of Thomas
J. Walsh Sr., father of University
trustee Thomas J. Walsh Jr.
Walsh, Chairman of the
Board of Colonial Wire and Cable
Company, Inc., in Hauppauge,
New York has donated $500,000
toward the construction of the art
gallery.
The gallery will be aproximately 2,500 square feet and will
feature on its opening art on loan

from the Collection of New York
University.
Dr. Philip Eliasoph, Director of the Walsh Gallery, said the
gallery is planning exhibitions by
faculty, students, artists of national and regional significance,
and art works on loan from other
galleries.
Walsh's father was born in
Nova Scotia and grew up in Boston and Long Island where he
married and started the family
business.
"My father would have
appreciated everything that Fairfield stands for in regard to academic excellence, traditional Ju-

deo-Christian values and the education of young people through the
humanities, as well as their preparation for careers in business, the
professions or community service," Walsh said.
Walsh and his wife, Gloria,
reside in Woodbury, New York.
Their two daughters, son, and sonin-law are graduates of Fairfield.
In thanking Walsh for his
support, Father Aloysius P. Kelley,
University President, said the
Walsh Gallery and the Quick
Center for the Arts "form an essential portion of the University' s commitment to the humanities and to a
liberal education."
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Announcements

The Financial Aid Forms (FAF) for the 1990-91 academic year
are now available in the Office of Financial Aid, Gonzaga No. 14. The
FAF must be completed and mailed to CSS, Princeton, New Jersey
after January 1, 1990 but no later than April 1, 1990.
CPR Basic Life Support - teaches two-man CPR and the use of
a mask. Prerequisite: Community CPR, or Adult CPR and Infant &
Child CPR certification. The fee is $40.00. The dates of the course are
February 19 and 21 from 6:00 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. both nights. For info
Vic D'Ascenzo, Sports Information, Director, needs volunteers to be statisticians at men's and women's basketball games.
Contact Vic by calling the Athletic Office 254-4000 or stop by and see
him in the basement of Alumni hall.
Once again the Arts and Science Awards will be presented this
spring. Any work with which you are particularly pleased might well
form the basis for submission in this competition.
For anyone interested in participating on an archaeological
excavation either within the U.S. or abroad, the 1990 edition of the
Archaeological Fieldwork Opportunities Bulletin is available for
consultation. See Prof. Schwab, Canisius 323, Wednesdays 1:303:00.

Sears-Roebuck Grant to Recognize Excellence in Teaching
Craig Haba
Contributing Writer
For the first time, The SearsRoebuck Foundation has awarded
Fairfield University a grant to recognize excellence in undergraduate teaching.
The Sears-Roebuck award
is different than Alpha Sigma Nu's

"Teacher of the Year" award in
that it is aimed at recognizing outstanding innovative teaching techniques.
As a result, the committee
formed to administer this grant is
requesting your help in identifying
teachers to be considered for this
year's award.
Futhermore, The Sears-

Roebuck award is intended to recognize a faculty member who has
made a distinct difference in the
teaching climate within the undergraduate schools in such areas as
model classroom teaching, pioneering teaching methodology,
creative course development, and/
or instructional support.
The selection committee is

seeking nominations of teachers
who have developed innovative
approaches which may serve as
models for other teachers in the
undergraduate schools.
If you wish to nominate a
particular professor who you feel
has had a substantial impact on
your life here at Fairfield, please
complete the nomination form you

received in your mailbox and reutrn
it to Dr. M.F. Malone, Assistant
Academic Vice-President, Canisius 312.
The deadline is February 15,
1990.
The selection committee
will accept nominations from all
students, faculty, and academic adminstrators.

^WhenlcallMom,
she either wants
to talk art or football.
Usually football?

Go ahead, call her up and let
her know the score.
A 10-minute coast-to-coast call,
"dialed direct anytime, any dav with
AT&T, costs less'than $300* And
with fast connections and immediate credit for wrong numbers, how
can you miss?
For more information on
'AT&T Long Distance Service, and
products like the AT&T Card, call
1 800 525-7955, Ext. 100.
*-\dd applicable taxes and surcharges.

AT&T
The right choice.
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Big Ugly Mouth
The New Decade Thing
Joseph C. DeVito
Features Editor
Welcome back! I hope that
by now everyone has recovered
from their end of the decade festivities. As sad as it may be to
admit, the '80's were the decade in
which our generation grew up.
Someday we'll be listening to all
of those great '80's tunes and telling our children and grandchildren
how they should've been there.
Ah, yes, the timeless quality of Falco's "Rock Me Amadeus,"
or Bon Jovi's "You Give Love a
Bad Name." "Shake Your Love."
Or Madonna's "Material Girl."
Anthems for a generation that are
guaranteed to knock "Stairway to
Heaven" from its lofty perch as the
number one song of all time. I'm
sure that we all have fond memories of sitting on the hood of Dad's
Chevy with an ice cold brew in one
hand and a 7-11 microwave buritto
in the other. Just you and your

Getting Bigger and Uglier
as we approach 2000
steady girl, while the2 Live Crew's
"Me So Horny" plays softly in the
background.
Somehow, I don't think our
children and grandchildren will
ever understand. For instance, we
saw "We Are the World," a song
about compassion for the hungry,
become the best selling single of
all time. We then saw "We Are the
World" replaced by Tone Loc's
"Wild Thing," a song about, well,
you know, as the biggest hit of all
time.
The '80's just might go

Strange Happenings
Wackiness on campus
(CPS) RAs evacuated residents of a University of California-Riverside dorm late November when a woman dancing a
steamy striptease in a lounge inadvertantly set off the building's fire
alarm.
The alarm was triggered by
a smoke machine the stripper, who
was hired by male hall residents
"as a response" to female resident's
hiring of a male stripper earlier in

the term, was using in her act.
A huge, 1600-student introductory psychology class at the
University of Toronto abruptly was
disrupted when many students,
heading to a cue given them at
12:25 p.m. on Nov. 21, began
shouting as loudly as they could.
Students said they had been
organized by a classmate who had
seen a Molson beer ad in the Var-

F^SA T^WEL f %^T10
presents...
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down in history as the decade that
somehow managed to be even
lamer than the 70's. And that's
without leisure suits.
But we do have a chance to
start the musical decade off in style
right here on campus. This February 10, FUSA will sponsor the
Battle of the Bands, with proceeds
going to the Drive for Five Scholarship program. The event will be
held in the Oakroom at 8:00. Any
musicians who are interested
should hurry up and fill out an
application and return it to the
FUSA office by January 26.
The bands will be judged on
Musical Content, Originality,
Crowd Appeal and Performance.
If you're in a band that is made up
of at least 50% Fairfield University students, or if you just like
good rockin', etc., you won't want
to miss out on this Fairfield tradition.
It's too early to make any
performance predictions, but I've
heard the the mighty T'BUNGA
has a killer light show...
If you don't play an instrument and you can't carry a tune,
sity, the campus paper, urging
readers to "scream (a Molson slogan) out at the top of your lungs
during a psychology lecture."
Prof. Katherine Covell was
particularly upset by the incident
because the big class has been difficult to control all year. "The first
day (of the term)," she told the
Canadian University Press, "everyone was doing the wave."
Tampa, Fla., bad check
writer Jeanne Brooks, 3, was sentenced to the maximum 15 years in
prison when Judge Susan Bucklew
discovered Brooks' plea for leniency — in which
she had cited a
sterling record as
ftj
a scholar and a
teacher — included entirely
false claims that
Brooks had degrees from both
Holy Cross and
Georgetown Universities.

+0
faiRFttLD VS. I0AJA
February 2 "7, 19^0
Bus leaves -for ^ame at l;0° pm
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there's another application you
might want to pick up. The Fairfield University Student Senate
(formerly the Student Legislature)
will be accepting petitions from
those interested in runningforclass
representative. The petitions must
bear the signatures of twenty of the
candidate's classmates, and must
be returned to the FUSA office by
January 30. Students can sign up to
ten petitions, as they can vote for
that, many reps in the February 6
elections.
If youVe interested in shaping the future of Fairfield, as everyone should be, then you should
give F.U.S.S. a shot. It's the best
way to get yourself heard, and if
you want to bad enough you really
can make a difference. The fringe
benefits (meeting new people,
calling yourself "senator," having
something nice to put on your resume, getting the chance to chill
with Pat Foote) are also pretty keen.
If I may wax nostalgic for a
moment, I can easily say that some
of the hardest working, most dedicated, friendliest, and darn it the
just plain coolest people that I've
met have been my fellow legislators. My only regret is that I didn't
The state of Missouri has
shut down an accrediting agency
that aparently would aprove any
college that had "a building, people
and $860" to pay for an accreditation certificate.
To investigate the "International Commission for Schools,
Colleges and Theological Seminaries," run by ahusband-and-wife
team, state Asst. Attorney General
Erich Vieth set up a bogus Eastern
Misouri Business College, had the
agency review the qualifications
of a faculty list that included the
name of the pig from the TV show
"Green Acres," and won full accreditation.

get involved in F.U.S.S. sooner.
One of the persons responsible for the success of the past
sessions of F.U.S.S (back when it
was F.U.S.L) was none other than
the new FUSA President, Tom
Pellegrino. Not only was Tom
Senior Week Co-Chair and twice
president of Legislature, he was
also voted Student Leader of the
Year '88-'89. If he keeps up the
good work, I'd say he's a shoe-in
for this year's award.
Unless, of course, everybody votes for me. But that's another story.
Idea of the Week: Regina
A. Quick Center for the Fine Arts
Open House forthe students. Let's
hold hands and close our eyes and
see if we can picture such a miraculous event.
A guided tour with a big
reception to follow. Paintings.
Drama. Art for art's sake. Six foot
grinders. Little cups of potato salad.
Chips and dip. A variety of Hydrox
cookies in a delightful arrangement. Open bar.
Maybe someday.
After all, this is the 1990's.
under tables or get up to get a drink
of water. Police found 80 pairs of
shoes in the man's apartment.
Utterly bamboozled when
Cornell Pranksters, intent on puncturing a little Yale pomposity, stole
into New Haven in the dead of
night, intrcepted copies of the Yale
Daily News rolling off the presses
and replaced them in student mailboxed with "parody" issues of the
Yale paper, Yale Managing Editor
Andrew Wexton graciously said,
"For some reason Cornell imagines there's a Cornell-Yale rivalry,
I mean—the Cornell Daily Sun —
who the hell are they?"

Madison, Wis., police arrested a man in late December they
say has spent the last five years
stealing shoes from people at
campus libraries at Illinois State
University and the universities of
Wisconsin-Madison and Illinois at
Champaign/Urbana.
The unnamed suspect reportedly struck when studiers absently would kick off their shoes

FOOD
FOR
THOUGHT.
A Part Time Job With Management Potential
Many executives at The Food Emporium began their career
with us as students working part time in our stores. They can
tell you that practical experience is one of the best courses
you can take to enhance your education. We can teach you
skills which you can apply to a future in business management while earning extra money. We currently have the
following opportunities available:
• Bookkeepers
• Cashiers
• Service Clerks
• Bakery Clerks
• Produce Clerks
• Deli Clerks
• Floral Designers
• Grocery Stock
You'll be rewarded with an excellent salary, good benefits,
training and the opportunity to move into management. The
only prerequisite is that you call Ms. Doris Dallas, Store
Manager, at (203) 966-7818/9128 or if you wish, stop by
after class. We are located at 280 Elm Street, New Canaan.
(1 block from the New Canaan train station.)
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Wait a minute, Mr. Postman
Joseph C. DeVito
Features Editor
There aren't too many
people who turn their backs on
something free. Yet, incredibly,
thousands of ordinary Americans
do just that without so much as a
second thought. What could be so
odious that although veritable tons
of it are distributed gratis, six days
a week, no one wants to know it
from an unrecycleable mound of
disposable diapers?
The answer is, of course,
junk mail.
I've always been a big fan
of junk mail. I was just a pup when
I fell in love with my first Sears
catalogue, and soon after my parents found that instead of "Joe,"
"Joseph," or "Joey," I prefered to
answer to "Occupant." Getting the
mail was my earliest childhood
chore, and many's the time I delighted my parents with joyous
cries of "It's circular day! It's circular day!"
Even now, in the flower of
my manhood, I still feel the same
greasy, pubescent delight when my
sweaty hands tear open the envelope announcing that "you, MR.
JOSEPH C. DEVITO may have
already won millions." Perhaps this
is why my first girlfriend bore an
uncanny resemblance to America's
favorite talk show side-kick, the
jovial Ed McMahon.
But, alack, my lust for junk
mail must be satisfied somewhat
vicariously these days. Due to my
fast-paced lifestyle, the only sure
way to contact me is through one
of the fax machines in my many
Testarosas. Fortunately, my editorial capacity at the Mirror allows
me to indulge in my Bulk Rate
passions. In addition to my various
other duties (polishing the door to
the office, giving back rubs, emptying the garbage), I am sometimes given the honor of opening
the profusion of mail the Mirror
recieves ever day.
Do you dare question the
import of the most toxic form of
junk mail, the Press Release? Just
how much of it justifies the slaughter of a defenseless tree, you ask?
You tell me.
The Miss Teen All American Pageant System Dept.
SEARCH FOR MISS CONNECTICUT TEEN ALL AMERICAN NOW UNDERWAY
Right away I knew that this

was important because it was all in but prefer bag lunches to Cash and
capital letters. When things are in Luggage are encouraged to respond
capital letters, you know that the to Box 2430. Or you can reach me
time for subtlety has quite simply at the Mirror office.
come and gone. I was also imThe "Hey Wait A Minute
pressed by the fact that it wasn't What If This Is All Ex-Lax?"
simply a beauty contest, it was a Dept.
SEARCH, DAMMIT, so I immeChocolate lovers beware!
diately realized the multi-global The 6th Annual Chocolate Expo is
implications. The fate of the free fast approaching!
Well okay! Those exclamaworld was hanging in the balance,
especially when the PR cheerily tion points really! got! my! attenbore the slogan "A Quality Pag- tion!!!
On Sunday, February 11th,
eant Where The Contestant Is #1!"
The seriousness of purpose the Treadway Hartford Hotel in
was further demonstrated by a large Cromwell, Ct will host the sweetgraphic of a silhouetted woman est statewide chocolate and Valenwith a behive hairstyle surrounded tine gift extravaganza. From 11
by a circle of small stars. From this a.m. to 6 p.m. "chocoholics" will
juxtaposition of patriotic images gather to see, taste and buy chocoand an archaic B-52esque hairdo, I late products and Valentine gifts
concluded that the participants in every delectable size and shape.
were being encouraged to follow
As visitors venture through
the example of either Betsy Ross, a chocolate lovers' paradise, they
a famous flag maker, or Diana Ross, will encounter chocolate truffles,
a famous Supreme.
chocolate cakes, designer ice
Alljudging is on the basis of creams, chocolate covered nuts and
poise, personality and beauty of fruits, gormet lollipops, chocolate
face and figure. Applicants who roses, and a variety of the sweetest
qualify must be age 13 through 19 Valentine gifts this side ofheaven...
As you might have guessed,
as of July 1,1990; never married
there will be some chocolate there.
and a U.S. Citizen.
Sounds like apiece of cake. The fact that the word "chocolate"
We can all breathe a great sigh of is used about nine million times
relief that one factor that has kept should have tipped you off.
the beauty queens of yore from
A panel of celebrity judges
achieving greatness, the talent and food critics will judge the
competition, has been omitted. Be entries and present awards for
gone, the baton twirlling! Be gone, "The Most Heavenly Light," "The
the accordian playing! Be gone, Most Sinfully Rich," "The Most
the roller skating and suitcase Artfully Displayed" and the top
packing!
prize - "The Ultimate Dessert..."
Now pay close attention
Among her many prizes,
MISS CONNECTICUTTEENALL here...
AMERICAN will receive an EX...all
PENSE PAID TRIP to Florida chocolate based of
where she will compete in the course! *
Twelfth Annual MISS TEEN ALL
Well how
AMERICAN PAGEANT. She will about that! Now I
compete for a $20,000 Prize Pack- want everyone out
age including a Personal Appear- there to say
ance Contract, Jewelry and a Fur. "chocolate" over
In addition, each State Winner will and over again
be interviewed by a Hollywood until the word
Casting Agent and New York sounds
very
Modeling Agency.
strange and alien
Wait a minute. I've heard and doesn't have
about these so-called "Hollywood any particular
Casting Agents." They're a dan- meaning at all.
gerous lot, especially when they 're "CHOCOLATE capitalized like that.
CHOCOLATE MISS CONNECTICUT C H O C O TEEN ALL AMERICAN will also LATE..."
be awarded a host of prizes includThe From
ing Cash and Luggage.
Cuba With Love
Those who enjoy walking Dept.
down runways in their swimsuits
Each week,

CANCUN, MfflCO
" SPRING BREAK "

FEBRUARY 23 - APRIL 21, 1990
FROM $299

Mi
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800-344-8360 OR (203) 967-3330
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5fi8L

SIGH UP NOW ft

Syinbi Smith
TEEN ALL AMERICAN 1989

Miss Symba Smith. Gee,
the last event I saw with
someone named Symba
in it involved a large
cage, a big top, and a
guy with a chair and a
whip. Just a little circus
humor there. Har har.
'....as a last resort... to cover extreme utility and repair bills from
our monastery.' In reality, a large
portion of the funds were used to
finance Capretta's rock music and
recording career.
... Capretta faces a maximum penalty of 160 years in jail
and an $8 million dollar fine."
Now can you throw away
treasures like these?

Snowbatl Dance
featuring
,gihe

Touch

February 2nd, 1990

Nassau/Paradise Island

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
AMERICAN TRAVEL AT

the Mirror receives a
communist newspaper
from Cuba. We never
asked for it. They just send
it to us. The Gramma
Weekly Review is published in English, French,
Spanish and Portuguese,
and features such catchy
headlines as:
"THE FACT IS
THEY INVADED PANAMA, WITH WHAT
STYLE? WITH A STYLE
PEOPLE HADN' T SEEN
SINCE 1939, THE STYLE
USED BY THE NAZIS
AND FASCISTS, WHO
FOUND SIMILAR PRETEXTS TO INITIATE MISS
THEIR AGGRESSIONS"
and
"The Panamanian people
have written one ofthe mostheroic
pages in the history of this hemisphere"
The It's Only Rock And
Roll But I Like It Like It Yes I Do
Dept.
This just in from the Better
Business Bureau Fact Finder:
"Brother Anthony Capretta
of the League of St, Anthony of
Padua in Cleveland, Ohio, plead
guilty in U.S. District Court to 32
counts of mail fraud in connection
with a nationwide appeal for funds.
...Capretta raised approximately $272,400 from 1.2 million
mailings to Roman Catholics
across the country - many of whom
were elderly.
Donations were requested

LIMITED SPACE !!

Tlain Dining H,oom
9:00pm to 1:00 am
tickets on sale in the CC Lobby
<Act now! Limitect amount
of tickets available.

COME To THE
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Striking A Balance
Warren DiDonato made a difference as FUSA President last semester. But because he could not manage the
balance between academic life, social life, and extracurricular commitments, he could not finish out his term. He
could have made even more of a difference this semester.
College life consists of basically three parts: academic life, social life, and extracurricular involvement.
Usually, social life is the most appealing choice for college
students. Academic life becomes routine for many. Extracurricular involvement is a third, less popular choice. It
makes demands on time and the rewards are not always
clearly visible.
Students at Fairfield take difficult courses and face
tough professors. They can attend an endless amount of
parties at the townhouses and the beach. Students are
also involved with student government, the school newspaper, and a variety of clubs and organizations that
demand time and effort.
It is the attempt to balance these three segments that
pose a problem to students. Which is most important?
Which is the most enjoyable? Which will matter to a
career after college?
Students must prioritize their activities. One activity
may take preference over the others but it cannot take
over entirely. A balance must be maintained at all times
by the students. If a student feels social life is most
important, they still must keep up their grades. If they feel
extracurricular activities are most rewarding, they cannot
let their social life or grades suffer.
We can't let what happened to Warren happen
again. A good FUSA President is hard to find. It is a
tough, challenging job and many students don't want to
do it. Delegation is a good way to help budget time
commitments.
Let us hope that Tom Pellegrino will follow up on his
goal to set up some kind of monitoring system so that
students involved in FUSA will have somewhere to turn if
the balance is not right. And let us hope that other
organizations realize that academic welfare is important
and that they can assist their members in keeping the
balance.
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Behind the Scenes

Welcome Back to Another Semester with The Mirror
Lynn Ann Casey
Editor-in-Chief
Welcome back! The staff of
The Mirror is just about back in
the swing of things down here in
the ground floor of Gonzaga. The
computers are acting up as usual
and we are dealing with our typical
flow of problems. We are also
beginning to utilize our new equipment. If any of you Macintosh
experts out there are interested in
lending a hand or a word or two of
advice, give me a ring at extension
2533 or 2534.
Our first GENERAL MEETING will be held Monday, JanuaVy
29 or Tuesday, January 30,1990.
Check- local listings for the time
and location. All three hundred of
you who signed up at the Activities
Fair last Tuesday better show up!
Refreshments will be served!
We are looking to train people
to serve as editors and assistant
editors next year, so if you have a
specific interest in a section, be
sure to mention it. Features, News,
and Commentary need some help.
Also, keep Sports and Arts and Entertainment in mind. The Business
Sector is also in need of people for
advertising and public relations.
But, if even you just enjoy
writing, we need you!

held at 5:30, Tuesday, January 30th
in the Campus Center Lobby.
Members of The Mirror
editorial staff, including AnnMarie
Puckhaber, Brian Dunleavy, Joe
DeVito and Ric Brown will pose
questions to the candidates. Audience members will also be given
the opportunity to ask the candidates questions about their plans
for FUSA next year.
Be sure to support FUSA by
understanding the issues and voting for President in the beginning
of February.
Though it is only the beginning of the semester, I am already
thinking to the future. Namely, the
Senior Issue. If any seniors (or
juniors, for that matter) have any

suggestions or wish to help with
putting it together, I welcome, their
help will be appreciated.
Articles, stories, and pictures
are now being accepted for inclusion in the last issue of The Mirror for this year. If you have any
stories about your roomate, your
first day at Fairfield, or Joe DeVito,
or even Ric Brown, they can be
submitted to Box AA c/o Senior
Issue 1990. This also goes for
pictures - just don't forget to put
your name and box number on the
back if you would like them returned.
You can submit Superlatives... Most likely to... Best...
Worst... or contribute your answer
to the question... What will you
miss most about Fairfield?

The FUSA Presidential Elections are approaching. Each year,
The Mirror sponsors a debate to
discuss the campaign issues. This
year, the debate is scheduled to be

Spring Graduates Face Keen
Competition in Job Search
CPS - Spring graduates will
face a tight, competitive job market, most observers agree.
"Things have been slower
this year," observed Peg Hallam,
career placement director at
Jacksonville University in Florida. "We have noticed a decided
decline in hiring in the (Octoberthrough-December) quarter."
So have students. "It's kind
of disappointing," said Mike Ferrand, a St. Cloud (Minn.) State
University senior who will graduate in March with a marketing
degree. "There's not a whole lot
out there."
In contrast to the 1988-89
job hunting season, when students
at some schools reported fielding
multiple offers, two major annual
surveys of grads' job prospects
this year present much more sober
pictures.
Michigan State University,
which asked 479 key corporations
and employers about their nationwide college grad hiring plans,
found the companies foresee making 13.3 percent fewer job offers to
students this year.
It's "a decidedly mixed
outlook," agreed Victor Lindquist,
author of Northwestern University's Lindquist-Endicott Report,
the other major annual measure of
student job prospects.
Michigan State survey director Patrick Sheetz said companies cited a gloomy view of bsiness conditions in 1990, mergers

Letters to
the Editor

and buyouts, increased global
competition and slow turnover of
current employees as the reasons
they have had to cut back their
hiring plans since 1988-89.
"It's going to be a big game
of musical chairs, and somebody is
surely going to lose out," said
Sheetz.
Of the six regions Sheetz
surveyed, the best place to look for
jobs will be in the Southwest. Next
best is the Northeast, followed by
the Southeast, North-Central,
South-Central and Northwest
states.
Employers said they'd offer 1989-90 bachelor's degree
graduates average starting salaries
of $25,256, a 3.3 percent jump
from last year's average, Michigan State's study found.
The relatively small salary
rises and limp job opportunities
seem to stem from an attitude
change from 88-89 when employers, worried there wouldn't be
enough grads to hire in the future,
scrambled to get the best prospects.
This year, many of the biggest firms are cutting back.
For example IBM, always
one of the most active recruiters of
new grads, on December 5 announced it would reduce its U.S.
workforce by 10,000 employees
and "severely limit" hiring in 1990,
said spokeswoman Coljette Abissi.
"We will maintain a presence on
campus, but we really are limiting

hiring."
"If a decline in business
becomes pronounced and widespread, there will be an immediate
and sudden drop in job opportunities for college graduates," Lindquist warned.
Recruiters visiting campuses, moreover, are being more
selective than in the past. "We've
had a lot of contacts by employers,
but hiring is a different story,"
reported Jacksonville's Hallam.
"You have to have the right
degree and the right experience or
they won't hire you," said Cindy
Goebel, a fall graduate of St. Cloud
State who majored in applied sociology. "There's just so much
competition out there. They can
pick anyone they want."
"There's a tremendous
amount of competition," concurred
Jacksonville senior David Flesher,
noting that a recruiter ofteninterviews 10candidates in 30 minutes.
At Purdue University in
Indiana, where about 27,000 oncampus interviews were conducted
last year, the number of bookings
are running at about the same pace
as last year, said career services
director Richard Stewart.
Stewart, though is guarded
about predicting a banner year.
"I'm a little cautious that the market might be softening."
"I don't see some of the big
players like IBM being as aggressive, but it's hard to tell what effect
that has," he said.

Have an Opinion?
Write a Letter to the
Editor...
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At Fairfield, No One Wins the Lottery
Mark A. Sarro
Staff Writer
I'm sure many of us spent
time over the break waiting in those
long holiday lines to return that
not-so-stylish shirt our aunt from
Tuscalusa gave us for Christmas.
Maybe that's why we felt right at
home when we finally returned to
Fairfield last week for another
semester
of
academic
adventure...more long lines.
Everywhere we went, we
were welcomed back to campus
with lines. There seemed to be
lines for everything: lines to buy
books, lines to validate IDs, lines
at the Barney machine. There were
even lines at Seilers.
Everyone knew the lines
would be there, so we just stood
and waited. After all, it would've
been unfair for us to expect that we
wouldn't have to waste an hour
waiting outside the Oak Room to
fill out those little white cards that
we could have filled out beforehand had they been put in our
mailboxes!
But for many of us, even
more frustrating than waiting to
fill out the little white cards was
having to trod off to the Registrar's
office once again to sift through
the curricular rubble of those fa-

miliar computer print-outs.
I had always just assumed
that the university had a fair system by which our schedules are determined. But if so, why is it that
every time I'm in the Registrar's
office trying to add courses (a ritual that most of us are forced to
perform every semester) the number of people in the room almost
always approaches the legal limit
set by the Fairfield County fire
marshall?
I'll tell you why...because
the lottery system as it now exists
at Fairfield simply doesn't work.
We all know how it's supposed to work. Each of us is arbi-

trarily assigned a computer-generated lottery number. The courses
we do (or don't) receive are then
determined based upon this number as well as upon the nature of
each course (ie: major, minor, core,
elective) and our class.
Sounds fair enough. So
what's the problem with the lottery system? The problem is that,
for any of a number of reasons,
hundreds of us find ourselves
waiting in those long lines at the
Registrar's office each semester
hoping to find a class or two (or
three) to fill our schedules.
But many of us find that
-most or all of the courses we're.

looking for are no longer available. So we crawl on our hands
and knees from the Registrar's
office to the offices of professors
to beg for "write-ins" to courses
which already have too many
people in them (a demeaning task
which is usually about as successful as receiving the courses we
requested in the first place). And
as a result, many students are forced
to take courses which they neither
want nor are required to take.
I don't entirely fault the
system itself, however, for this
inefficiency. Fairfield's lottery
system is (believe it or not) more or
less a good system. But it is also a
system which is clearly ill-suited
and unable to meet the needs of the
university and of its students. In
other words, Fairfield has outgrown
its lottery system.
In fact, I'm beginning to
wonder if it isn't in its registration
process that Fairfield most lives
up to its reputation as a "highly
competitive" university. There are
simply too many students competing for too few courses, and too
few professors trying to meet the
university's rapidly growing academic needs...which is why, at
Fairfield, noone wins the lottery.
The solution to this prob-

lem lies not merely in revising the
lottery system itself, but in significantly changing the circumstances
in which the system has been forced
to function. If Fairfield is to maintain its high academic standards
and favorable reputation, it must
affect meaningful changes in its
curriculum (ie: provide more
courses to its students).
To do so will, no doubt,
require more professors and more
classrooms, and will therefore
require the university to more
clearly demonstrate its committment to meeting the needs of
its students. (Buildings such as the
Regina A. Quick Center, however,
which were costly to construct but
which contain no classrooms, send
just the opposite message to the
students and faculty of Fairfield.)
All of this makes me think
that maybe what Fairfield needs
most right now is to find a few
more million-dollar donors so that
it will be able to hire the additional
professors and to construct the
additional learning facilities which
its ongoing expansion continues to
make a virtual necessity.
And this time, if they want
to put the donor's name on the
building, I promise not to complain!

The Quick Center For the Art of Making Money
Joseph M. Labella
Staff Writer
As many of you have noticed, our campus has been going
through a myriad of physical
change. One such addition that has
caught my eyes is the Regina A.
Quick Center for the Performing
Arts. In fact, this monstrosity has
caught the eyes of many people on
campus whether they wanted to or
not. Located at the Barlow Road
entrance of the campus, the Regina
A. Quick Center looks more like a
factory than a center for the performing arts.
After spending months ripping up the grass that at one time
stretched from the Campus Center
to the entrance, as well as trees, to
make way for this edifice they decide to place trees in front of the
entrance to the building, in an attempt to hide it from view. You
can't hide this mistake. It sticks
out and adds to the construction of
buildings ie. the chapel (also being
built by the same company), Julie
Hall renovation, and the Center for

Financial Studies. If construction
keeps up at this pace the school
shouldn't be called Fairfield, but
Fairbuild.
The one thing that remains
hidden is who is to benefit from the
center. Looking at the brochure
entitled "A Fresh Breeze From The
Sound," you get the idea that it was
not geared for students. On the
inside, the brochure gives a brief
description of the center along with
a listing of upcoming events. So
far, nothing wrong. On the back
page of the pamphlet is an address
where you can become an official
member and receive literature.
Accompanying the address (just
below it) is a map followed by
direction to the Regina A. Quick
Center of the Performing Arts from
the cities of Boston and New York.
The brochure does mention,
though, that it is located on the
Campus of Fairfield University.
The original plans for the
center were to include a 750-seat
theater with a 40-foot proscenium
stage, classrooms for the theater
arts program, rehearsal space,

dressing rooms, and storage space
for scenery. As always, plans do
change: there is a stage, storage
space, and, of course, a 2000 square
foot art gallery, which no performing center should be without. There
isn't any rehearsal space, nor classrooms, something most faculty
members are upset about. In fact,

many faculty members would have
preferred a classroom building
instead.
Why a 2000 square foot art
gallery? Could it be a great way for
the university to generate income?
Just rent the space out to artists
who wish to display their work. If
this is the case, then it is clear that

Regina A. Quick Center for theArts

the university places providing
classroom facilities for their students second to renting space.
It is still undetermined
whether Fairfield students will be
allowed in the building; if so, will
we by paying at the door, or do we
have to write to the address on the
back of the brochure to become a
member?

Mirror File: Artist's Rendition

The Lost Generation: The1980's
Eric W. Geist
Contributing Writer
Now that the 90's have
gotten underway and the 80 's have
come to a rather undiscernible
conclusion, the time has come to
analyze the decade that has molded
the lives of a generation and to
enumerate the adverse effects that
the past decade has had on the
youth of America, specifically on
those who attend so-called institutions of higher learning.
Perhaps the 80's were not
characterized by a tumultuous
upheaval by our generation, but
instead by a quiet, obedient affirmation of the perpetual quest for
wealth, which, in the warped psyche of Americans, has come to be
synonymous with happiness. In
fact, oui colleges no longer offer
refuge from this insatiable lust for
money.
If anything, the collegiate

experience has deteriorated into
becoming a sort of proving groung
where we students, through interaction with each other and through
the manipulation by authoritarian
figures (teachers, administrators,
parents, political figures, et. al.),
are trained to do as society dictates.
A perfect example of this
phenomenon occurred on the first
day of orientation for the Class of
1993. We were informed of the
meaning behind the Fairfield
motto, "Just Do It": "Don't think
about what you have to do, JUST
DO IT. Overthinking has a penchant for getting in the way of
results."
Translation (as sung by the
Indigo Girls): "I spent four years
prostrate to the higher mind, got
my paper, and I was free." Just
another motivation to become an
integral part of the endless chase
for the American Dream. It is a

fairly sobering thought that even
here at a liberal-arts university,
supposedly one of the last bastions
of free and independent thought,
the quest for money and "success"
is fraying the delicate fibers of
collegiate existence.
It's no wonder that we have
been dubbed "The Lost Generation" and "The Blank Generation"
by many contemporary writers.
Sameness has crept in; we have no
distinguishable identity.
This is not necessarily intrinsically bad, however. Diversity normally does make for an
enhanced learning atmosphere. But
instead of attempting to discuss
differences in opinion regarding
abortion, religion, the death penalty, politics, or even such trifles as
dress, hair, and music, an attitude
of detatched tolerance prevails.
This "that's cool" approach does
more to stifle communication and
free thought than anything else

does. The result is countless factions, not hostile toward each other,
but yet distant and disjointed.
Again, the only unifier is the passion for money.
Unquestionably, the student
is primarily to be blamed for such
disturbing developments because
of his apathetic response to and
painless swallowing of these distorted mores. There is some grumbling and whimpering out there,
but it's too diffuse and random to
have much of an effect. Plus, those
who are dissatisfied with this current condition tend to become disillusioned by the lack of energy
shown by their peers. Sadly
enough, the most concerned are
the teachers who grew up during
the 60's and are appalled at the
lack of interest, creative thought,
and political knowledge displayed
by our generation.
One needs to look no further than the Fairfield University

bookstore to see what I'm talking
about. At the bookstore: one copy
of Hesse's "Siddhartha"; zero
copies of Camus' "The Stranger";
zero copies of Kerouac's "On the
Road"; eleven copies of Donald
Trump's "Trump: The Art of the
Deal."
I have nothing against
business people or those who elect
to major in business. My entire
point is merely that many people
choose this for the wrong reasons.
This is a liberal-arts school, and so
many of us come here with preconceived nations about what career
choice we should make and who
our friends should be. These inclinations are guided by the little
suburban outposts that we came
from, and, of course, that almighty
buck. What a great pity it would
be if the spiraling decline of our
country is further induced by closemindedness and materialism.
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The Movie Man Takes A Look at the Holiday Flix
War of the Roses and Christmas Vacation are Seasonfs Sensations

Tony Germinario
Staff Movie Critic

Well, believe it or not, it
feels pretty good to be back after
the long winter break. As many of
you probably know, winter break
starts to get pretty boring after the
first few days. Unless you're 21,
which I myself am to far away
from to start counting down yet,
there isn't much to do.
One of the things that you
can do, however, is... Have you
guessed it? That's right... go to the
movies. So as you might imagine,
I was in heaven over the break.
New releases were coming out left
and right and since there is nothing
else for us pitiful twenty-year-olds
to do, I went. And I went. And I
went.
Except for a scant few, I
saw, or at least tried to see almost
all the releases that came out this
winter. I was not, unfortunately,
able to see them all. After all, I had
to spend at least some time with the
family, you know? Well anyway,
chances are you saw at least one of
these movies over break so see
how I match up with your views.
Who knows, you might even agree
with me.
All right, let me see. I'll
start with War ofthe Roses starring
Michael Douglas, Kathleen Turner,
and Danny DeVito. It's a black
comedy about love and divorce or
better yet, the American dream
turned into the American nightmare. I thought that this was a very
funny movie. DeVito is one of the
top talents in Hollywood today,

and despite its deep overtones, this
movie was highly entertaining.
Kind of makes you think, too, about
that girl next to you who you just
paid six bucks to see the movie
with.
I also found Tango and Cash
highly entertaining. Its a buddy
cop movie starring Sylvester Stallone and Kurt Russell. Now it may
have been a little outrageous and
required a high "suspension of
disbelief, to coin a phrase, but if
you went in expecting Shakespeare
you deserve to be disappointed.
When you go see a Stallone movie,
you know what you getting into,
and its not depth. Just sit back and
have fun, which is what you get.
Stallone and Russell make a great
team and I hope to see more from
them in the future.
One of the biggest surprises
for me was Christmas Vacation.
After seeing the second one in the
series I thought for sure that this
would be a bomb, but I was wrong.
Chevy" Chase and Beverly
D'Angelo worked well together
again to produce a very funny

movie. Sure Clark Griswold is a
little sappy, a bit of a klutz, and too
overzealous, but he's the typical
nerdy nice guy. The film came of
very well.
We're No Angels, starring
Robert DeNiro, Sean Penn, and
Demi Moore was a remake of a
film made in the 1940's about 2
escaped convicts who pose as
priests. This was a good movie but
it wasn't what I expected. The
trailers made it seem like this would
be a movie with non-stop laughs.
It wasn't. It was a good-hearted
film with funny scenes. DeNiro
was great (no surprise there) and I
didn't even mind Sean Penn.
Next is She-Devil, the
comedy starring the "immense-ly "
popular Rosanne Barr. No, that
wasn't a typo. Basically, its a film
about revenge. Rosanne's husband, Ed Begley Jr., is stolen away
by Meryl Streep. Personally, I
think Begley must have been blind
in the first place to be with Barr,
but when he dumps her she goes
nuts on both of them. I found this
to be an adequate film. I went to

~l

I

Comedy!

see it not as a first choice, but
because everything else was. sold
out. It was OK. I wasn't expecting
much since I realize how difficult
it is to transform comedy from TV
to film, so I guess she did a good
job.
The best two movies I saw
over break were Born on the Fourth
ofJuly and Always. These movies
undoubtedly will still be playing
when you read this. So if you
haven't seen them by now, WHY
NOT? They are special. I don't
have to even say anything about
'4th of July' because I'm sure
you've heard it already, but don't
miss this film. Tom Cruise-Best
Actor. Always is another master-

piece by Steven Speilberg starring
Richard Dreyfuss. Holly Hunter,
and John Goodman. It's a touching movie you don't want to see
with'the guys'. Spring for the six
bucks.
The last film I saw just the
other day over at good ole' Community Theater, Everybody Wins
starring Nick Nolte and Debra
Winger. What a bad career move
for this actor and actress. A better
title would have been Everybody
Loses or Everybody's Winded. The
film never went anywhere, had a
poor ending and made me pretty
PO'd when I left. Nobody won.
Well, that's all for now. I
gotta go. I'll see ya at the flix!

Whether You Want It Or Not...
From the Arts and Entertainment Staff's Think Tank (and
this is truly a media blitz), here are Doctor Professor Joseph
C. DeVito's Top Ten albums of all time, history and space:
1. Back in Black- ACDC
2. Age of Quarrel- Cro- Mags
3. Reign in Blood- Slayer
4. Master Of Puppets- Metalica
5. Live at Leeds- The Who
6. Walk Among Us- Misfits
7. Rock for Light- Bad Brains
8. Zen Arcade- Husker Du
9. Led Zeppelin I- Led Zeppelin
10. Revolver- The Beatles

RUN

TcniteCcmedian Richie Geld
in the Stag-tier Inn
at 9:00pm

FOR THE
FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
STUDENT SENATE
(formally the legislature)
PETITIONS AVAILABLE IN
TFiE UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES
OFFICE IN TFIE
CA/UPUS CENTER (G-44)

Tcmmcrcw niteCabaret Nite
featuring
the Guilty Children
in the Oak Room
at S:OC pm
$7.00
L.

JUST DO IT!
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These Are the Voyages...
Remebering the Human Adventure
Edward Hines, Jr.
Assistant Arts and
Entertainment Editor
While December 7 will be
forever remembered as a day of
infamy, Star Trek fans also commemorate it as one of rebirth. On
this date in 1979, Star Trek: The
Motion Picture premiered—just
ten years and a handful of months
after the series was cancelled from
television. In 1989 we celebrated
the movie's tenth anniversary.
Captain's Log: The idea
for a Star Trek movie began as
early as 1974, but it took Paramount executives four more years
of changing their minds before

filming actually began. It is also
possible that the huge success of
Star Wars in 1977 diverted Paramount from its idea for a second
Star Trek television series and
landed the unequivocal go-ahead
for the movie.
Forty-four million dollars
later, Paramount found itself with
a glamourized motion picture and
an elaborate (as only Star Trek can
be) story which the public had
mixed views about. Hard-core fans
loved it; those who had casually
watched the series found it strungout and boring. The surprising
number one complaints: special
effects scenes of the interior of Intruder—in fact, most of the FX
scenes, period—were too lengthy,
and characterization wasn't solid.
The movie did well at the
box office anyway, but today it can
only be truly appreciated by hardcore Trekkers. It is definitely a
hard-core movie; like any James
Bond film, The Motion Picture's
story is very complex and takes

several viewings to understand.
But, like Shakespeare, its theme is
very down-to-earth, everyday—yet
submerged in a sea of intricate
wording and metaphysical ideas.
People get turned off by
Shakespeare and Star Trek because they seem so far beyond
comprehension. Well, life is seldom straightforward. Sometimes
it takes time and effort to see things
for what they really are.
Supplemental, Part One:
On the surface, The Motion Picture
is about the reappearance of Earth's
Voyager Six probe and its threat to
wipe out all life on the planet.
After it had been launched, over
300 years ago, it disappeared into a

black hole and emerged on the far
side of the Galaxy. There, it fell
into orbit around a planet populated by living machines. Finding
it to be like thenC the machine
inhabitants repaired Voyager's, or
V'ger's, damage and built a cloudlike "vessel" for it so that it could
literally complete its programming:
collect all data possible, learn all
that is learnable, return that information to its creator on Earth.
On its return journey, V'ger
amassed so much knowledge that
it achieved consciousness. When
it found Earth to be "infested" by
carbon-based life forms (humans),
it decided to remove them since
they couldn't possibly be responsible for its creation. V'ger believed its creator was a machine.
Like any living thing, V'ger
wanted to survive. Spock classified it as a child, "evolving, learning, searching," which instinctively
knew that it needed something else
in its life so that it could continue
growing. It believed that only by ■

joining with its creator could it
find its answers and evolve.
Spock's interest is piqued
by V'ger because it is a being of
pure logic. But after mind-melding with it, Spock discovers that,
for all of V'ger's knowledge, it is
barren and cold. It's asking questions: "Is this all that I am? Is there
nothing more?"
Spock realizes that logic and
knowledge are not enough, neither
for himself nor V'ger. V'ger needs
a human quality—not only our
ability to feel and enjoy emotions,
but also our capacity to leap beyond logic—in order to evolve. It
finally recognizes humanity as its
creator, because only they are able

to make it possible for V'ger to
transmit its data. Willard Decker,
Enterprise First Officer, keys-in
the final code sequence personally. His body becomes one with
V'ger, and V'ger evolves out of
our dimension.
Mission Status: What does
the V'ger Experience represent?
Possibly the next step in our evolution, Spock postulates. Jim hopes
humans gave the new V'ger life
form "the ability to create its own
sense of purpose out of our weaknesses, and the drive that compels
us to overcome them." For Spock,
however, V'ger represents much
more as we'll see next week.
And the adventure continues...

j Welcme I
• Back •
• Folks! i
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y-fappenings
Hey, Let's Have Some
Respect for Art
Brian P. Dunleavy
Arts and Entertainment Editor
I'd like to welcome everyone back from the winter break. I
hope everyone had a happy holiday season.
Rock music has now entered its fifth decade, and with each
passing year, the act of "covering" songs seems to be becoming more
prevelent. New artists use these remakes to either adapt the song to
their own form of expression or just to flat out make a buck.
As rock n' roll music develops (however slowly) into an art
form, prestige and status are given to the finer purveyors of the genre.
These awards include Rock n' Roll Hall of Fame Induction and
Grammy Awards. Generally, this respect is given only to the work of
the original artists.
Some cover tunes have been both successful and true to the
original. Some have even turned out better. The Who's "Summertime
Blues" (originally by Eddie Cochran) and Jimi Hendrix's "All Along
the Watchtower" (originally by Bob Dylan) are two examples.
However, others have not done credit to the original. There are
three recent examples, all of which I heard one too many times over
Christmas break. Bon Jovi's "The Boys Are Back in Town" (
originally by Thin Lizzy), Joan Jett's "Dirty Deeds" (originally by
ACDC) and the Scorpions "Can't Explain" (originally by The Who)
have received tons of airplay and are clearly attempts to make up for
a lack of creativity on the artist's part and still make money.
Artists, in general, do care about their work. Obviously, in the
music industry, it's money that matters and not the matter itself.
AND IN THE NEWS... The sweeping changes in Eastern
Europe has prompted the Greater Bridgeport Symphony to dedicate
its upcoming January 27th concert to a new era of freedom. A program
on that date at 8:30 pm at the Klein Auditorium will include performances of Brahm's "Russian Easter" and Copland's "Fanfare of the
Common Man".For reservations call the Greater Bridgeport Symphony Office at 576-0263.
Real Art Ways and Artworks Gallery bring a January "Heatwave" to Hartford with a dual dance party tomorrow night at 7 pm. A
benefit for both organizations, "Heatwave" will include the RAW
Beach Party and the Artworks Underground Club. For information
call 232-1006 or 231-9323.
Right here on campus at the Center for Financial Studies Art
Gallery, an exhibit entitled "A Unique Perspective" (an exhibit of
works by disabled artists in the Kennedy Center Art Program) will be
on display until February 4th. The Gallery is open from 2 to 5 pm.
Also on campus, February 10th has been slated for this year's
Battle of the Bands. For all interested campus bands the deadline for
entry is tomorrow (January 26th), so look around for information.
In music news, Adam Ant has released his first single in four
years entitled "Can't Set Rules About Love". An album is soon to
follow.
Also, for Warren Zevon fans, this rock n' roll "Werewolf will
be at New York's Beacon Theater on February 10th.
Speaking of live performances, Tom Petty and Lenny Kravetz
are going on a nation-wide tour including peroformances in Hartford,
New Jersey's Meadowlands Arena and New York's Ritz Theater.
The Cult and Bonham will be playing Naussau Coliseum
tomorrow night. Tickets are still available.
Happy New Year and Happy Belated Birthday to Fester.

FOXY LOCKS
"We Take Pride in our Work.''
Precision:
Cuts
Perms
Hi-Lites
1275 Post Rd.
(Brickwalk)
Fairfield

Walk-Ins Welcome

STATION SHOPPE DELI
FREE DELI VERY EBSBJSK?
BBQ — BURGERS — DELI — SOUP — SALAD —
SEAFOOD —DELI
CIGARETTES — CANDY— PAPERS — MAGAZINES

254-3777
Fairfield Railroad Station, Eastbound Side

259-5888

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard STUDENT SERVICES
,P.O. BOX 224026 HOLLYWOOD.
Credit Cards?
Now You can have two ol the most recognized an accepted credit
cards in the world - VISA* and MasterCard* credit cards - "in your
name" EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN CREDIT or HAVE BEEN
TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA* and MaaterCard* the credit cards
you deserve and need for * ID * BOOKS
• DEPARTMENT STORES * TUITION
* ENTERTAINMENT * EMERGENCY CASH
* TICKETS * RESTAURANTS
* HOTELS * GAS * CAR RENTALS
« REPAIRS * AND TO BUILD
YOUR CREDIT RATINGI

GUARANTEED!
GOLD CARD
VISA/MASTERCARD

YES!

I

I
I want VlSA'/MasterCard* |
credit cards. Enclosed And $15.00 wtMch la |
100% refundabie it not approved immediately.

ADDRESS

CITY

PHONE*

GUARANTEED ISSUE
OR MONEY BACK
SOC SECURITY »
Approval absolutely
guaranteed so Hurry _ tilt
out this card today Your credit cards are waiting;

FL 33022

SIGNATURE

STATE

ZIP

Advertisements
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LISA

LIA
1559 POST ROAD
FAIRFIELD, CT 06430
203/255-1866

HANSEN'S FLOWER SHOP
* GREENHOUSES
345 REEF ROAD, FAIRFIELD

YOU'RE KIDDING!
20FFASUPERCUT?
CUTITOUT!

$20FF

1

■

SUPERCUTS

57 Unquonard
Fairfield, CT

CRV£^>

5 Stores up from Community Theater

ASHLEY'S ICE CREAM DELIVERS!
ICE CREAM AND YOGURT!
HAVE HOT FUDGE SUNDAES • MILKSHAKES • YOGURT SHAKES
BROWNIE SUNDAES • CAKES • PINTS • QUARTS DELIVERED
WE ALWAYS HAVE AT LEAST 21 FLAVORS OF ICE CREAM
3 FLAVORS YOGURT = DAILY SPECIALS
ICE CREAM REGULAR FLAVORS - CALL FOR SPECIALS
Vanilla
Sweetcream
Chocolate
Oreo

Bittersweet
Strawberry
Chocchip
(Choc.Choc Chip) Coffee
Butter Pecan
Reverse ChocChip Mintchip
Mocha Chip
Chocolate Mounds
Heath Bar

Prices: Cups Reg. $1.50
Large $1.85
Child $1.25
Sundaes
Small (2 scoops) $2.75
Large (3 scoops) $3.25
Pints $2.95 Quarts $5.25
Thick Shakes (3 scoops i.e.) $2.75
Egg Cream $1.25 I.C.Soda $1.95

™

Toppings .50* all kinds of candies
Hot Fudge (our own); Butterscotch
Marshmallow; Walnuts in syrup
Walnuts; Pecans; Almonds Fresh
Whipped Cream
Fresh Fruit .65*

Waffle Cone .60*
Brownie Sundae - Brownie; 1 scoop
Ice cream; Hot Fudge w/cream
Cakes: Mini 12.00 - (11.00 F.U.) Small 18.00 - (16.00 F.U.) Large 28.00 - (25.00F.U.)
Serves 5-8
Serves 10-15
Serves 18-25
2 layers of ice cream with a candy or nut center topped with whipped cream
decorations - Call 1 day in advance for special orders
Ready cakes available in mini or small

|

FAIRFIELD
1202 King's Highway Cutoff
(in the Circle Plaza)
M-F 9-9, Sat. 9-6, Sun. 10-3
255-06(f8

WPF

K

254-1386

1

No! We're not kidding! Come in to
our store now with this coupon and save
$2.00 on a regular Supercut. It'll make
your Supercut a super deal. And give
you a look that'll turn heads.
No appointment necessary.

^

10% off with Student I.D.

.

■SftO

I

'Sf,fty

SUSAN

255-0461

$

**' Ha

• DELIVERY - CALL BY 9 P.M. &. have delivery
between 9:30 - 10:30 Dorms Delivered in this order:
Claver; Kostka; Gonzaga; Loyola; Campion; Jogues; Regis; Julie then Town Houses.

THE BRIDGE IS OPEN!!!
COME DOWN TO ASHLEY'S

^^—

Where Fairfield U. Students get 25* off each ice cream or yogurt order with I.D.
Enjoy coffee, tea, soda, cappucino & espresso

Not valid with any other offer. Offer expires 1-31-90

ot & Speed
OMMQOOO

■

m afc-i nmm %rm

WESTPORT/FAIRFIELD 259-0092
also in: NORWALK
STAMFORD

I LARGE PIZZA

$gso

With the coupon
Topping* «tra.

TWO MEDIUM
CHEESE PIZZAS
$095
With this coupon,
"topping* a^tra.

FREE
j^CALZONE!
j With th» coupon and 9* purchase
I of a LARGE PIZZA wtthtwc loppings

I

I

I —nnnn
FREE

T

MEDIUM PIZZA I
Wrth this coupon and the purchase
ot a LARGE PiZZA with two toppings.

(Catonas atoc available with
topc*ngi at adctruon*) charge )

Una an« n«on par a

L—
SPEEDY PIZZA TOPPINGS
EXTRA CHEESE • MUSHROOMS • SAUSAGE
PEPPERONI • MEATBALLS • PEPPERS
ONIONS • BACON • OLIVES • ANCHOVIES

Fairfield University—It's Your Choice

DANBURY

STRATFORD
WATERBURY
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Lady Stags hit the road
for four victories
off the bench and Fairfield picked
up its first victory of the 90's.
Fairfield entered MAAC
play against one of the better teams
in the conference, Canisius. The
Golden Griffins were 10-1 going
into the game and the Lady Stags
were 6-3. Poor shooting from the
field continued to plague the Lady
Stags as they fell to Canisius in
Buffalo, 75-70.
Lisa Mikelic scored a teamhigh 23 points and Sacca added 20
as the Lady Stags missed 43 shots
in the game and picked up their
second loss on the road trip.
After the difficult loss in
Buffalo the Lady Stags' tour bus
rolled into Boston to take on Northeastern. Coach Nolan called the
play of her team in this game "total
domination" as the Lady Stags blew
out Northeastern, 79-56. Sacca
again led the Lady Stags in scoring
with 14 points and Mikelic and
Abromovitch added 12 and starting point guard Lynne Friel dished
out seven assists as every player
scored. "This was a total team effort," Coach Nolan said.
The Lady Stags were forced
to play back-to-back games and
after the big win in Boston, their
next stop was at the University of
New Hampshire. Kathy Gailor
finally got back on track with 19
points on 6-11 shooting and Sacca
again scored in double figures with
13 as Fairfield won by five 69-65.
"This was a big win for us,"
Gailor said. "It was one of those
games where we played smart. Last
year we might have lost a game
like this." Sue Bly added' eight
points off the bench, including one
of her patented three-pointers, to
give the Lady Stags a big lift.
"The New Hampshire game
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SCORECARD

Icemen
Scalp
Braves

Results of Fairfield team sporting
events from Dec. 22,1989 through
Jan. 22, T990.
Ice Hockey - Record: 5-4-2
Jan. 8 Fairfield 7, Fr'ham St. 6
Jan. 10 lona5, Fairfield 4
Jan. 13 Fairfield 2, Skidmore 2
Jan. 14 Fairfield 7, St. John's 1
Jan. 17 Amherst 7, Fairfield 1
Jan. 21 Fairfield 3, Quinnipiac 2
Men's Swimming - Record: 1-5
Jan. 15 USMMA 114, Fairfield 92
Jan. 19 SUNY-Mar. 143,Fairf ield 86
Women's Swimming - Record:
2-2
Jan. 15 Fairfield 102, USMMA 87
Men's Basketball - Record: 5-8,
2-3
Dec. 23 Hartford 71, Fairfield 59
Dec. 30 Fairfield 62, Gonzaga 60
Jan. 2 Harvard 80, Fairfield 77
Jan. 4 Fordham 59, Fairfield 56
Jan. 6 Yale 68, Fairfield 53
Jan. 9 Holy Cross 80, Fairfield 68
Jan. 11 Fairfield 60, Niagara 54
Jan. 13 Fairfield 53, Canisius 49
Jan. 18 Army 65, Fairfield 62
Jan. 20 Siena 63, Fairfield 57
Women's Basketball - Record:
9-5,1-2
Dec. 29 N.C. State 85, Fairfield 70
Jan. 2 Fairfield 80, Yale 60
Jan. 6 Canisius 75, Fairfield 70
Jan. 10 Fairfield 79, N'eastem 56
Jan. 11 Fairfield 69, UNH 65
Jan. 15 Fairfield 69, LaSalle 50
Jan. 18 Holy Cross 66, Fairfield 63

was won with heart and guts,"
Coach Nolan said. "We were sick,
tired, and cold but we came out on
Matt Coldren
top."
The last time we heard from
Staff Writer
Fairfield next travelled to
Dianne Nolan and the Lady Stags,
Philadelphia to take on the Lady
they were coming off a difficult
Fairfield's hockey team
Explorers of LaSalle. Gailor conovertime loss to the University of
tinued her great shooting with 19 battled its way to a 3-2 victory over
Connecticut. Seven games later,
points and Mikelic and Sacca added Quinnipiac last Friday night on the
all on the road, the Lady Stags are
15 and 14 points respectively as Braves' home ice.
9-5 overall, and 1-1 in conference
The first period set the tone
the Lady Stags won in a blowout,
play.
for the game as both teams came
69^50.
The first stop for the Fair"Any time you can go down into the contest hitting hard. The
field road show was Raleigh, North
to La Salle and beat a good team Stags got on the board first midCarolina to take on N.C. State. The
that big, you know that your team way through the first period. JunLady Stags missed 51 shots, 27 in
is playing well," Coach Nolan said. ior Brian Stalzer took a pass in
the first half, but were still only
The final stop on this road front of the goal from Mike
down by five, 41-36 at the half.
trip was at Holy Cross. Nolan said Brouillette and converted it into a
Fairfield had four players in double
that this game was where the long score to give Fairfield a 1-0 lead.
figures by the end of the game, but
The second period was
road trip caught up with the team.
Ail-American Andrea Stinson
Abromovitch played only five much like the first with both teams
scored 28 and dished out six assists
minutes as she was diagnosed as getting good scoring opportunites.
leading the Wolfpack to an 85-70
having the mumps and a couple With ten minutes left in the period,
triumph.
cases of the flu were hurting the Stalzer scorched a shot past the
Tricia Sacca scored 14
team. The bug caused the team to Quinns' goalie to apparently up
points, and Kathy Gailor added 12,
shoot 36 percent from the field and the Stag lead to 2-0.
as the Lady Stags came as close as
A questionable call by the
leave Worcester with a 66-63.
78-66 on a three pointer by Katie
"Even though Coach Nolan referee though, took the goal away
Abromovitch, but could not come
had us in great shape for the road from the Stags and kept their lead
any closer. "We had them shelltrip, we just could not pull this at one goal. The Braves finally
shocked in the first half," Sacca
scored with 1:22 remaining in the
game out," Mikelic said.
said. "Stinson only scored on the
period
and the game went to the
Sacca
scored
22
points
and
fast break in the second half when
ripped down 10 rebounds, while final 20 minutes tied at one.
they broke the game open. Kathy
Four minutes into the third
Gailor added 13 points.
[Gailor] played some good defense
SCHEDULE
Stag Notes: Sacca was period, junior Craig DePodesta put
on an AU-American."
named MAAC player of the week the Stags ahead to stay with an The schedule for the week 1/25
The next stop on the Lady
last week. She scored 49 points, on unassisted goal. The Stags de- through 2/1.
Stags' tour was at New Haven to
65 percent shooting, and grabbed fense then took over the task of Ice Hockey - Home games at
take on Yale. Sacca popped in 19
21 rebound in three games. This is preserving the slim one-goal lead. Wonderland of Ice in Bridgeport.
points and cleared 13 rebounds
Goalie Tim McDevitt Jan. 27, Sat., @ So.Maine - 8:00
Sacca's second citation as player
and Lisa Mikelic and Trish Elser
of the week in the MAAC... Sacca turned away 36 Quinnipiac shots Jan. 28, Sun., @ So.Maine -1:00
added 15 points apiece, as the Lady
is the leading scorer for women's to.lead a good defensive effort. Jan. 30, Tue., @ Wesleyan - 7:30
Stags rolled 80-60.
basketball in Connecticut. She is His performance was a big reason
Fairfield had regained its
Men's Swimming
averaging 19.7 points per game why the Stags came out of the
shooting touch by shooting 47
Jan.
27, Sat., @ NYU - 11:00
and led the Lady Stags in five of game on top.
percent in the game as they blew
Jan.
29,
Mon., lona - 6:00
Junior Paul Quinn, sophothe seven games over Christmas
open a close game. The Lady Stags
Women's
Swimming
mores
Paul
Leary
and
Rick
Mabreak ... Lisa Mikelic is closing in
held a 39-33 edge at the half, but
Jan.
29,
Mon.,
lona - 6:00
son,
and
freshman
Marty
Pierce
all
on
her
1,000
point
for
the
Lady
Abromovitch scored nine points
Jan.
31,
Wed.,
@ SCSU - 7:00
Stags. She was laid out some big checks and did a
Men's
Basketball
good
job
of
clearing
the
zone
to
24 points away
from the mark spur on the hard-hitting defensive Jan. 27, Sat., @ lona - 3:00
Jan. 31, Wed., St. Peter's - 8:00
as of last effort.
(cont'd from p. 12, Stags)
Captain Bob MacDonald Women's Basketball
night's game
with St. Peters put the game away by dropping in Jan. 27, Sat., @ lona- 12:30
Fairfield 60 Niagara 54
... The next an empty-net goal with 27 seconds Jan. 31, Wed., @ St. Peter's - 7:00
What happens when Niagara plays in Alumni Hall?
Niagara falls.
home game for left to play. The Braves came right men are now 6-4-2... They are
Bad joke, yes. But a good win too.
the Lady Stags back, though, and scored with 13 preparing for a weekend trip to
As the season has gone along, its become obvious that the Stags like to trail at the half is Saturday seconds left. It wasnt enough Maine to take on Southern Maine
if they plan on winning the game. They trailed 31-28 at the intermission in this game. In Feb. 3 vs. though, and the Stags skated off at Portland... The next two home
with a well-deserved 3-2 victory.
the driver's seat.
Manhattan.
games are February 3 vs. Trinity
Stag Notes: The Stag iceIn a never-ending battle to keep the F.U. basketball fan on the edge of his seat though,
and February_7 vs. Villanova.
the Stags went a step further, falling behind by nine points with 14 minutes left in the game.
Spring Break 1990
Then they got busy.
Party
Jamaican
Style!
1 Beautiful Week
Starting at $469
The Stags put on a defensive show, their strong-suit all season, holding the Purple
Hot Days Reggae Nights
Eagles to just four points over the next thirteen and a half minutes, while scoring 21 points
Travel with the best
of their own to grab an eight-point lead, 60-52. Brantley and Walters led the charge, scorcall: Sun Splash Tours
ing seven points apiece.
1-800-426-7710
Walters finished with 15 points, while Duncan, Brantley, and George, who continued
to impress, tallied 10 apiece.
Fairfield 53 Canisius 49
Canisius' Brian Brown connected on a three-pointer with two seconds left in the first
half, giving the Griffs a 28-19 halftime advantage, and placing the Stags firmly in the Cat1866 Post Road E. • Westport 255-2766
Bird seat.
Thursday January 25
The Stags took advantage of their enviable position with 15 minutes left in the second
Grand Design
half. Trailing 37-25, Fairfield put on its usual second-half rope-a-dope special, letting its
opponent get tired of beating up on the Stags, before making a tremendous offensive run to
$1 Drafts
pull out the game in the final minutes.
Free Master's T-Shirt Giveaway
The Stags went on a 13-0 rampage, making a 12-point deficit, a one-point lead, 38-37.
Ev r
George led the way, running the fastbreak flawlessly, and handing out assists to Brantley,
Walters, and Drew Henderson.
• 750 Drafts
Canisius grabbed a 46-43 lead with seven minutes remaining. But Fitzsimons canned
$3.95 Italian Dinners
a trey and George picked the pocket of C.U. point guard Chuck Giscombe, raced ahead of
the pack for an easy lay-up to give Fairfield a 48-46 lead, and sent the crowd into a frenzy.
Just like the old days. From a freshman who never saw the old days.
A drive and lay-up by George with 3:10 left gave, the Stags a 50-49 lead and a pair of
clutch free throws by Duncan with 28 seconds left sealed the victory.
Army 65 Fairfield 62
From the shiny white beaches of Cancun to the World Class Resort
Even though the MAAC, like any other college basketball league, is unpredictable, the
of Acapulco, Mexico is an excellent choice for this years
Stags were expected to win this game. They were on a roll and they looked like they would
From
Spring Break vacation.
pick up their third MAAC win against an Army squad that had looked very bad this season.
$459
8-15 foul shooting in the second half though, did the Stags in. They had a chance to
PACKAGES
INCLUDE:
Complete
send the game to overtime, but Mike Rodgers' three-pointer with two seconds left, caught
•Roundtrip airfare from New York,
the back of the rim and sent the Stags home with a 2-3 MAAC record.
RESERVE NOW!!!
Philadelphia, or Boston
Siena 63 Fairfield 57
•Roundtrip
transfers
from
airport
to
hotel
The Stags led by five points at halftime, 31-26. Brantley had 11 points in the half and
CONTACT
Walters added 10. Fairfield opened up a seven-point lead early in the second half when
•Managers welcome party
Brantley hit on two free throws with 30 seconds gone.
DAVE
•7 night accommodations at choice of hotel
The Stags maintained a one to five-point lead throughout most of the half. With 5:31
•All hotel taxes, gratuities, and
AT
to play in the game though, Siena's Jeff Robinson canned a jumper to give the Saints a 51energy
surcharges
254-5608
50 lead. They never trailed again.
•Prices do not include $13 departure taxes
LET'S GO FAIRFIELD
Walters' two free throws with 22 seconds cut Siena's lead to 61-57, but the Stags
couldn't rally to get any closer.
Student Travel Services • 120 N. Aurora St.. Ithaca, NY 14850 (607) 272-6964
Tom Maguire
Assistant Sports Editor
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Stags Go 3-6 Over Break The Press Box
"Win 2, Lose 3 in MAAC

poured in nine apiece as the East
Coast Jesuits spread the offensive
punch around nicely. Terry FitzsiThe Stags have looked good mons, making his first start of the
-at times this season. They've year, notched 10 points, as did
looked good enough to finish third Holland and Brantley. Walters,
in their division of the MAAC, Ed Duncan, and Greg Keith all
which would put them in position tallied nine points for F.U.
Harvard 80 Fairfield 77 (OT)
to do some damage come tournaAll losses hurt, but this one
ment-time.
They've also looked bad. was especially painful because the
They sandwiched a disappointing Stags had opportunities to win this
loss to Fordham around losses to game. They were supposed to beat
the boys from Cambridge. They
Harvard and Yale.
Mostly though, the '89-90 just didn't do it.
Fairfield led by 10, 44-34,
version of the Stags has been a
team of could-haves and should- with 17 minutes remaining, when
haves. They should have beaten the Crimson made a 9-0 run to get
American if they hit their foul shots. back into the game. Harvard tied
They should have beaten Marist the game at 52, with eleven and a
and Harvard and Fordham and half minutes left, but it couldn't
Army. Four of those games were take the lead.
Fairfield, feeling the presdecided by four points or less. The
Marist game was decided by seven sure, pushed the lead up to seven
when Walters canned a trey with
points, in two overtimes.
They could be 10-3. They 4:45 remaining. The Stags were
are 5-8. Their free throw shooting rolling. But they wouldn't deliver
and their inability to hang on to the knockout punch.
A coulple of three-point plays
leads has killed them.
But there is a lot of fight in by Harvard, cut the Stag lead to
these Stags. They could have quit one with under two minutes left.
in some games, but instead they When Harvard Stag-killer Ralph
James (26 points) nailed a threecame back to win.
Here's a look at what they pointer with 44 seconds left, the
game was deadlocked at 70.
did over the break.
But then the Crimson decided
Hartford 71 Fairfield 59
The Stags found time to fit in to give the Stags a late Christmas
a game between the end of final gift. They fouled Walters with
exams and Santa Claus' s trip down four seconds left, sending the senthe chimney. They should have ior co-captain to the line with two
just gone home early for Christ- chances to break the tie.
True to Stag-form all season,
mas.
In a game played at the Hart- he missed them both.
Them came overtime.
ford Civic Center on a Saturday
The Stags built a 75-71 lead
afternoon, the Stags just couldn't,
get it going, trailing by 21 with with 2:27 left when Fitzsimons hit
4:28 to play. They outscored the on a three-pointer. But James
Hawks 11 -2 over the final 4:28, to answered with five straight points
make the final score respectable. to give Harvard its first lead in the
Lamont Middleton paced game, a lead it would not relinUHART by pouring in 30 points. quish.
Fordham 59 Fairfield 56
Ron Moye added 15.
You don't sleep well after
Fairfield, Which continued its
horrendous free throw shooting losing games the way Fairfield lost
(12-23), got 13 points from Marvin this one. Especially when it comes
Walters and 12 from Harold on the heels of the Harvard loss. 35 could easily be 5-3.
Brantley.
The Alumni Hall fans booed
Fairfield 62 Gonzaga 60
The Stags took a week off to during and after this one. When
enjoy the Christmas holidays, and Mitch was God, fans cheered strong
Mom's home-cooking served efforts, even if they resulted in
Mitch's quintet well as they were losses. And Mitch danced around
able to hold off a pesky '5' from the floor, and blew kisses to the
fans, and got carried around the
the state of Washington.
Todd Holland's tip-in with quad".
It seemed so long ago after
42 seconds remaining broke a 6060 tie and gave Fairfield its last this game.
Mitch lost his god-status on
win in the eighties.
Three Stags dumped in 10 this night. For one night, these
points apiece, while another three were the Terry O'Connor Stags of
Ric Brown
Sports Editor

Stag diver, Breo Vazquez, salutes the judges before plummeting into
very deep water Friday night. Stags lost 143-86 to SUNY-Maritime.
Photo: Rich Nunziante

the eighties. Boos could be heard
in Alumni Hall.
The Stags led by 10 at the
half. The '89-'90 Stags rarely lead
at the half. They are a strong
second-half club. That is why there
was so much hope for a big MAAC
win on this night. Visions of a
dancing coach could be seen in the
very near future.
The Rams outscored Fairfield
33-20 in the second half. That was
the difference.
Fairfield led 55-48 with six
minutes left. They had withstood
an early second-half run by
Fordham that saw the Rams turn a
10-point deficit into a two-point
lead in under 10 minutes. But
when Ed Duncan hit two free
throws, Fairfield had a seven-point
lead and looked in command.
They scored one point in the
final six minutes. Fordham scored
11. Fordham won by three. The
boo-birds chirped loudly.
Yale 68 Fairfield 53
The Stags went to New
Haven hoping to erase the bad
memory of the previous two games
by picking up a victory. They were
handed a severe beating and were
thankful that they don't play all
their games in the college basketball proving ground that is the Ivy
League.
Freshman Kevin George was
a bright spot for Fairfield, scoring
11 points.
Holy Cross 80 Fairfield 68
The Crusaders have been the
surprise of the MAAC this season,
racing to an impressive 10-2 start,
including an upset of M AAC-North
foe, Siena.
The Stags hung close for a
good part of this game, trailing 51 45 with 13:18 left. They were in a
position to do some damage when
Holy Cross went on an offensive
outburst, outscoring the Stags 102 in a three-minute span to take a
14-point lead and put the game out
of reach.
Walters had 23 points for
Fairfield and Brantley connected
for 22.
Dwight Pernell led HC with
21 points.
(cont'd p. 11, Stags)

Maritime
Dunks Stags

Hoops, Hoops, and More Hoops
Ric Brown
Sports Editor
Here is a statistic that should tell you a little bit about Stag hoop
fortunes this season: in games decided by seven points or less,
Fairfield has missed 11 free throws. That's what loses basketball
games.
If they hit on 73% of those 11 free throws their record gets
miraculously transformed from 5-9 to 10-4. The Stags are only
shooting 53.7 % from the line. If they at least became a mediocre team
from the line, they could finish third in th eMAAC South.
The Stags are 0-6 on the road this season.
Freshman Kevin George has been a pleasant surprise for the
Stags since earning the starting point guard position in mid-January.
He's provided a spark to the offense and become a proven scoring
threat.
One thing that really looks bad as far as the Stags are concerned
this year has nothing to do with the way they're playing. After all
they're busting their butts every night they go out on the floor, sticking
close in almost every game.
What really looks bad is that their home uniforms don't match.
Kevin George and Todd Holland are running around in shorts
with a thick red stripe circling the legs of their trunks. Everybody else
has a black pinstripe on the bottom of their shorts.
As a result, the Stags look like a J.V. team from a poor high
school that can't afford uniforms. They look second-class.
Division I basketball programs don't become successful by
dressing like bush-leaguers.
What's the story with the ticket policy over break? Apparently
students couldn't get free tickets to home games at the door, even
though school wasn't in session. Tickets still had to be picked up in
the campus center one full day prior to the day of the game.
If you're coming up from Jersey to see a Stag home game, you
have to come 24 hours in advance to make sure you get a ticket. This
makes no sense.
Students on this campus have been getting into protests this year.
Why not protest the nonsensical ticket policy?
We give our money at the beginning of the year to pay for the
tickets. Its something called a general fee. We should get what we pay
for, plain and simple.
If you're looking for something different to do this weekend,
take a road trip down to Iona on Saturday. The Lady Stags take on the
Lady Gaels at 12:30, and the Stags face the Gaels at 3:00.
Former Stag hoop coach, Terry O'Connor, has gone back into
coaching. He's at the helm at Brookfield High School in Brookfield,
CT. To date his charges have managed one victory.
Speaking of former Stag coaches, Fred Barakat, who coached
Fairfield during the seventies and led F.U. to its only post-season
tournament victory, was inducted into the F.U. Sports Hall of Fame
earlier this month.
Former Lady Stag Ail-American, Katrina Fields, was also
inducted.
The Super Bowl is this weekend. The last time the big game was
played in New Orleans, the final score was 46-10. It could be that bad
again this year.

Ric Brown
Sports Editor
The swimmers from SUNYMaritime invaded Fairfield last
Friday evening and left with a 14386 victory.
Fairfield senior Jim Turney
turned in an outstanding performance forthe Stags despite the team's
loss.
Turney was a double winner
in the meet capturing first place in
the 200 free and 500 free. Jose
Fajardo won the 50 free for the
Stags and teammate Eric Centner
finished second in the 50 free.
Other Fairfield swimmers
turned in personal best times in
their respective events.
Matt Hoban achieved best
times in the 500 free and in his 100
fly leg of the medley relay.
Tony Gagliardo and Paul
Johnson each garnered personal
bests in the 200 IM. Centner had
a personal best in the 200
breaststroke.
Stag coach Al Wachs was
pleased with the performance of
his swimmers despite the loss to
Maritime. He was especially
pleased with the continued improvement of the swimmers who
achieved personal best times.

The Broncos of the eighties will look like Bud Grant's Vikings
of the seventies.
According to Sports Illustrated, the Broncos WILL show up.
Apparently they want a good seat for the halftime show. It's supposed
to be better than Elvis Presto was last year. If you can believe that one.
Hope Bud Bowl II isn't as disappointing as the Miller Lite
football saga was.
Some good news... In 21 days pitchers and catchers report. Unless there's a lockout, which would kind of tear my heart out.
I'll betcha Davey Johnson doesn't last the season with the Mets
this year. Bucky Dent might even last longer.
How about them Islanders, huh? Who woulda' ever thunk? Not
any Ranger fans.
What's the story with John McNamara and his Cleveland
Indians? Seems like Mac refuses to let former Mets Keith Hernandez,
Rafael Santana, and Jesse Oroscoe beat him again like they beat him
in 1986. So he's gone out and gotten them for his club. I'msurprised
he didn't beat the Giants to the punch in signing Gary Carter.

